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INTHODUCTION
The aim of this thesis is to study the cohomology
of a finite group G by means of certain of its modular
representations. For such an approach to be possible,
it is necessary to restrict our attention to the case
where the coefficient module is a vector space over
some field K of characteristic p dividing the order of
G. When this is done, it is possible, in view of
Theorem 1.1, to work entirely within the category
of finitely-generated KG-modules. The simplifications
in the theory which are thus achieved compensate in
some measure for the attendant loss of generality.
In fact, we hope to put forward a case that the natural
way to study the cohomology of a finite group, at least
from an algebraic point of view, is within the
above-mentioned category. Although much of what
follows remains true for representations over p-adic
rings, and the loss of generality is not so great in
this case, we restrict ourselves to fields of character-
istic p for the sake of simplicity. In fact, in
view of Remark 2.13, no further loss of generality is
sustained by considering only the field of p elements.
The basis of the whole thing is described in
Chapter I, which contains a number of results (the
key reference being [12J), assembled and supplemented
by J.A. Green. These results are used in Chapter II
to obtain further preliminary results, many of which,
although well-known, do not seem to appear explicitly
in the literature. The theme of Chapter III is the
analogy between representations and cohomology, the
only original result here being Theorem ).7. The
contents of Chapter IV have been submitted to the London
Mathematical Society in the form of two papers which
should appear sometime in 1969 (see [19J and [20J), the
modules described (by way of example) therein being of
interest from the point of view of representation theory.
The only original result of Chapter V is Theorem 5.2,
while Chapter VI consists of the application of
classical results in order to define a product structure
in the case in hand. As far as we know, the results
concerned with the product structure appearing in
Chapters VII and VIII are hitherto unknown.
As well as the original results described in the
sequel, the ease with which a large number of known
results Can be proved in this context should
provide motivation for studying the cohomology of a
finite group by means of modular representations.
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NOTATION
The notation and other conventions used in the sequel
are either standard, defined in context or included in
the following list.
71. : rat ional integers.
z~: rational integers greater than zero.
<,C: strict inequalities.
A
., u
11 maps are written on the left, and 0 stands for
composition of maps.
G: a group (with identity e); except in 2.11, all groups
considered will be finite.
O"p(G):
O'p'(G):
O'P'p(G):
largest normal p-subgroup of G.
largesx normal p'-subgroup of G.
characterised by the rule q.".p (G)
0"1' (G)
the symmetric group on n symbols, (unless otherwiseS :n
stated) .
K: a field of characteristic p, usually GF(p).
KG: the group-ring of Gover K.
U = U(G): augmentation ideal of KG.
Jacobson radical of KG.
A,B: KG-modules; all modules are left, unital modules,
finite-dimensional as K-spaces.
a complete list of non-zero pairwise-
nonisomorphic, irreducible KG-modules.
the corresponding principal indecomposable
KG-modules.
K can be made into a KG-module by letting each element
of G operate trivially upon it. The result is an
irreducible KG-module, usually taken to be F1•
KG is frequently regarded as a left KG-module and (as
with K) it is always clear from the context which meaning
of the symbol is intended.
While K is called the trivial KG-module, the KG-module A
(say) will be called KG-trivial if it is KG-isomorphic
to a direct sum of copies of K.
No distinction will be made between a module and its
isomorphism class. If A is a K-space with subspace B,
we say that the subset S of A is a complementary K-basis
for B in A if:
T is a K-basis for B ~S uT is a K-basis for A.
_,L.. : internal direct sum.
+,2:+: external direct sum.
AlB .means.3KG-mdoule C such that B 1t A+ C.
If n e Z+and A a module, then n.A denotes either the direct
sum of n copies of A or the module tnala e: A}, according
to context.
~ -l
the intersection of the maximal submodules or A.
the sum of the minimal submodules of A.
Let A be an R-module, where H. is a ring-with-l, and
suppose X is a left ideal of Rand S is a subset of A;
then we denote by 1.S the R-submodule of A composed of
all finite sums of elements of the form i.s, isl, ssS.
A®B means A~ B (A and B KG-modules), made into a KG-
"module by: x , (a4'b) = xa exb (x e G, a E: A, b j; B),
extended by linearity. Any other meaning of ® will be
given in the context.
n enA. and A will also be used.aThe obvious meanings of ®i=l
If H ~ G, A a KG-module and B a KG-module,
AH is the KH-module obtained from A by restricting the
operators, BG is the induced KG-module, KG dD B (unless
KH
otherwise stated),
nc;.(H) ={)(~c;.IHX :HJ, tG(H)={X£G[h."-=k.,VhEH].
. y -1For x,y an G, x = yxy •
!(G): the intersection of the maximal subgroups of G
(the Frattini subgroup of G).
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CHAPTER I: BA.SIC THEORY
Theorem 1.1
Let ~ be a commutative ring-with-l and G a finite
group; then, regarding ,;ffJ- as an -6--module on whi ch G
acts trivially,
Proof. First, take any ~G-projective resolution of ~
1.:
Then we claim that the homology in dimension n of
for all n ~O. This
follows from the elementary properties of "Ext" using
induction.
Now consider any free ZG-resolution of 1£:
Applying the functor "... we obtain a free -doG-resolution
Z
of.."..:
.. "~: - - --. o-®F ......... -_. _. -e Fo ~ ~~O, -- - (;;)
Now if' F is any f'ree 1lG-module and 01.: F ~ ."..F is
given by fIl{,,)=J&X, YXEF, then the mapping
I( : Ho"", .. ~( ~. F, ~) _. Ho'M-Zq, (t! , -c9-),
given by 1«(6)= BoeL ) VB ~ H.. ",,, (6-eF, '6l) is an isomorphism.
If'we have r!: F ..... ",. and def'ine Kt (~); f1..F ~ ~ by
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~.'(¢)(a.® X) -= et tjJ(x) , then it is easy to check that Kk'
and k'K are the respective identities. Applying this
to the free modules in (2) and (3), we establish a chain
isomorphism between Homll,,(E ,~) and Hom .." (~flJ E. ) ~).
Thus the cohomologies are isomorphic as 11' -modules.
We first observe that the above theorem remains
true when the coefficients are in an arbitrary ~G-module
A, viz,
Thus the cohomology of G wi th coefficients in an 4-G-module
can be realculated using a resolution of the form (1).
From now on, we shall consider only the case
~= K = GF(p), where p is some prime dividing
(U (p, IGI) = 1, KG is semisimple, an~ there exists a
resolution of the form (1) with Po = K, ~o = lK and
'Po = (0) for n ~ 1. The cohomology in this case is thus
trivial) • The situation is hereby simplified, in that
KG is a Frobenius algebra and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem
holds for finitely-generated KG-modules (see [+]).
An equivalence relation may be defined on KG-modules
as follows: A _ B if there exist projectives P and Q
such that A+P :::B+Q. Further, any KG-module A can be
decomposed into a direct sum, A = c(A) ~ peA), where
peA) is projective and c(A) involves no projective direct
- 1~~-
summand. c(A) in unique up to isomorphism and
A AJ B <..=.'> c (A ) ~ c ( B) •
Again in virtue of the above remarks, we can write
Schanuel 's Lemma (see [~1J) in the following form.
Lemma 1.2. If
O~S~Q~B~O,
are short exact sequenc.es of KG-modules with P and (J.
projective, then
A-B<~R.-...JS.
Further, in a short exact sequence of the form (4),
as is shown in [.12],
c(R) indecomposable <=> c(A) indecomposable.
Thus, if A is already indecomposable, we can write
c(R) = nA, as in[J2], which is defined up to isomorphism
if A is given. Sl-IA can be defined in a dual fashion.
We now give the other main result of this section.
Theorem 1.3.
F -0 "'CU·"") :::;-~-K.or all n > , ~ ~,
Proof. lle induct on n t the case n = 1 being just the
.'W\,defini tion of 'U. Apply the exact functor U ® • to
the short exact sequence:
to obtain a short exact sequence:
o ~ U·k+') ~ F~U·""_". 0,
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wi th F free. The inductive step is cor-ip Le ted by
application of Lemma 1.2. We conclude this section
by giving some lemmas which will be of use in the
sequel.
Lemma 1.4. Let A be a non-projective indecomposable
KG-module, with Gap-group and
t.he.n er.a -= 0 , VaE A.
Proof. Let la:' {'t _ KGI x.a =0), VaEA, a left ideal of
KG. Then, since J= {~cr'A~ K} is the unique minimal
left ideal of KG, either J"" 6 Ta or I a. :. (0), (VaeA~ If
the former case holds 'la E A the lemma is proved;
otherwise, let le A be such that la -= (0) • This implies
that the set {~.al~EGJis linearly independent, so that
KG.{al ii KG.
So in this case, since KG is injective, A involves a
projective direct summand, and this is a contradiction.
Now let A be a KG-module, and consider HomK(A,K).
Make this into a KG-module - call it A* - by defining
Further, given a map 1>: A~B, of KG-modules, we can
define a map, p* : B·~A* in the obvious way. The
main properties of the functor .* may be summarised as
follows.
Lemma 1.5. The functor .* is contravariant, exact and
preserves projectives and Kronecker products.
A* is called the contragedient of A.
Now denote by q,(G-)thelargest normal subgroup of G of
order prime to p, and for any KG-module A, let
Ker A = {x eGo' x.a = a, VaeA}.
Lemma 1.6. If B
: O'f' (G).
Let ~,(G-)
denotes the prin6ipal block of KG,
n KerA
A€~
Proof. have order n, and consider
€ ..l...~xn '- ,
u,'t,(G)
a central idempotent of KG. Now E. f U , so we have:
- KG ~ KG-.ff} TU - KG. [E}K = - -U 1t U" KG.{£}
Hence K is a homomorphic image of K~{q,establishing that
KG~~ contains the principal block of KG. But by the
construction of e,
and so 0:,' (G) ~ n Ker A.
A'i
Now let H be any Sylow p-subgroup of G, and consider any
principal indecomposable, U~say, in ~ • Since (U')H
is free, it represents H faithfully, and this implies that
() Ker A can have no p-part. This completes the proof.
Some results of a similar nature to the one just
proved are given in [2J.
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CHAPTER II: HINH1AL RESOLUTIONS
Suppose we are given a KG-projective resolution
of K:
~, 3. ~.- - -~ 1'_ ~ 1'__, ~ _- _ ~--PI-::'--PO ~ )( ~ O~---( 1),
and let us write 11nO",-= R ....., 1\ ~O. Then from
Chapter I, V1'\. ~ 0 :
(with the obvious convention when n = 0). Also,
set .n....K = c"",(G) , 1'\. ~ 0, the nth core of G (which also
depends on pl. The resolution (1) will be called
minimal if 'R.••,:! c"" (er ), V't\. ~ 0 • The main object of this
chapter is to prove the following r-eauLt,..
Theorem 2.1.
There is a minimal resolution o£ K corresponding to
any G and p. This is proved by means of two lemmas, which
are also o£ interest in their own right.
Lemma 2.2. If A is a KG-module and ~(A) = the inter-
section of the maximal submodules of A, then r (A) = f .A.
AFurther, --
r::
is the maximal completely reducible quotient
of A.
Proof. Since this result is reasonably well-known, we
merely sketch the proof, which falls naturally into four
stages.
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(i) AB completely reducible ~ B can be written as
an intersection of maximal submodules ~ B ~)"'(A).
(ii) A_,#( A) is completely reducible. The easiest way to
prove this is to dualise (using 0*) and show that the
soc1e of A, viz. ",,(A)= the sum of the minimal submoduleS
of A, is completely reducible. For this, use the
Jordan-mnder theorem to show that v (A) is in fact the
sum of a finite number of irreducibles, A1, •••An, say.
By induction, these can be chosen so that ~
~w'
AL 1\ ~ Aj. -= (0', fo.,. 2,,, L sn ,and a f'urther inductionj~'
gives the result.
(i) and (ii)~~
I'(A)
is the maximal completely reducible
quotient of' A.
(iii) ATo show ----x completely reducible, it is s'uff'icient
f·
to show that if t.A = (0), then A is completely reducible.
So assume t.A = (0) and choose generators a1, •••ar
f'or A over KG. Present KG. la.}
1
as a quotient of
KG, 1 ~i ~ r, and so deduce that it is completely reducible,
since KG .f 1S. Thus, A = v (A), and the resul t follows
by the proof of (ii). Thus, I"(A) ~ r :A.
(iv) If M ~ A is a maximal submodule, I"(~) = (0) by
def'inition of 1" i.e. f.A ~ M.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
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Lemma 2.3. Given any short exact sequence of KG-modules
o ~ R --7' P ~ A--::;,. 0,
with P projective, there exists a short exact sequence
io ~ c (R)--?P' Q ___",.A_",,~ ,
with Q projective.
Q ..., A
f.Q = /.A ·
Further, 1m i ~f. Q , so that
Proof. The proof is by means of the following diagram,
in terms of which it will be sufficient to prove
( a) Q is pro j e ctive ,
(b) f is onto,
(c) c(R) ~ Ker f.
o
o
1
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The diagram is constructed as follows. The
horizontal row is the given short exact sequence, ¢ is
any split embedding and 8="-0</>. ~,which is onto Q,
is the cokernel of 9 and "l is a splitting for ~ •
Then f = lo"l · Q is clearly projective and, since,
is onto and P = 1m e e Irn -rz., f must be onto. By
Schanuel's Lemma, c(R) ~c(Xer f), but from the diagram,
dim"c(~) -= diml(Kerf ,
required.
and so C ('R.) =. Ker- f as
Let the short exact sequence thus obtai ned be
o~ c(R)~Q~A~O,
and dualise using the functor •• to obtain an onto
mapping:
Let Vi wi th unique minimal submodule Fj ,be an
indecomposable component of Q.. Then, since p(c(R)·) = (0),
i· restricted to VI cannot be (1-1). Hence, i·(Fi) = (0).
Applying this to each of the indecomposable components of
Q* in turn, we deduce that i*("'\'tft)) = (0) • Dualising
again, this means that the composite:
c(R)~Q~ Q
I'.Q
is "zez-o, Hence, lmi ~r: Q as claimed. Thus, every
maximal submodule of Q contains c(R), and the final
statement in the lemma follows.
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Theorem 2.t. now follows trivially by induction.
Theproblem of the existence of projective presen-
tations is trivial in the case we are considering (the
modules are even finite as sets), but we shall prove a
useful lemma in this connection, which is of particular
interest in the case G a f-group. To this end, let A
be a non-projective indecomposable KG-module and choose one
coset representative for each irreducible occurring in
decomposition of AA' denoting the set of these by X.t·
Lemma 2.4. With the above notation and conditions,
KG.X = A, and if G is a p-group, X is a minimal set of
KG-generators for A.
Proof. - AKG-. X = - , by completeI'.A
reducibility. Thus, KG.X + r: = A, and since r-: = ,I"'(A),
KG.X = A. The minimali ty of X when G is a l' -group
follows from the fact that in this case, X is a K-basis
Afor the vector space ---A •
1'-
Suppose now that (1) is in fact a minimal KG-projective
resolution of K. Applying the functor .*, we obtain an
exact sequence:
~* * a·
"0 'Cl1 *" it ~ *o ~ Kif ~ l'o-tr~ 1', ~ --- ~.."",_,~1'",,~ ..-, - - -. (2)
with Pi projective (and so injective) for all i ~ o. "le
also have that:
Ker a: = c....(G)tt" , 'In ~O.
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and we def'ine C_1'\.(G) = eft- (Go-) *' , Vn ~ o. (Note that in
either case c.o{G-) is just K). Since K*=K, we can
put the resolutions (1) and (2) together to get a complete
resolution of' K. The above results dualise to give,
f'or example, that ~(G_ ....(6-) == .:J('f1'\.*'), \f,",~O.
Theorem 2.5.
If' A is a completely reducible KG-module, then
Proof'. We prove the resul t f'orn » 0, the isomorphism
being obvious if' n = 0, -1, and the rest will f'ollow by
duality.
using induction and the long exact sequence f'or "Ext".
Thus we are interested in the collection of' KG-homo-
morphisms: c~(G)~A t modulo those which can be factored
through Pn-1• But if' f is any KG-map: Pn_~A, the
composite: c.,__(i--) i"'~f",,_, ~ A is zero by Lemma 2.3.
This completes the proof'.
We conclude this chapter with a few remarks.
2.6. Using Lemma 2.3. and its dual, we have Vne 7l,
c_",.(G-) :! "(c,,,,(&)) :! "(1'~_,) == f",,_.
t·C.>\, (G-) /.'Pft.-'
From this and theorem 2.5., we deduce the
:: <:%1._
'
(Go) •
fJ. c<A._' (Go)
Universal
Coef'ficient Theorem:
2.7. Again with respect to the minimal resolution (1),
• Then 8_ cannot vanish on
any of these lJ't since l' (Kel' 'a_) ; (0) • Let (3""
restricted to some fixed U~ be denoted by f. Consideration
of Imf « 1'''''_1 shows that FT occurs as a composition
factor of Pn-1· Induction then shows that all the UT
occurring in (1) must be in the first block, and thus
V"f\. 6 7L , c"" (er) is in the first block.
2.8. In case G is f -nilpotent, wi th normal -p-complemen t N
a SyloW 'P -subgroup, N is Ln the kernel of all the
representations in the first block, so any KS-projective
and S
resolution of K can be made into a KG-projective resolution
of K simply by inflation. It follows that, \Tn € 7L,
H~(G-, K ) == H'"' (s , K) a resul t that follows from the
exact sequence in [tb], §4, Theonem 2.
To calculate the integral cohomology (at least, as
far as number of generators is concerned), apply the long
exact sequence of cohomology to the short exact sequence:
o ~ Z~ 7l ~(l.F(r)~O,(where H., denotes multi-
plication by f and the other map is just the cokernel of
this). It is then evident that if "1\.= dim" A:(G,Z)
f' H"'(G,71)
Vn.~ 71.., then cHmK A~ (Go-, K) = h.~+ "",,+1 , V1\. e ?L.
This resul t appears in [Z5J, ".2.83.
2.10. V1'\..€71.andfor G any r-group, there is a
II -free 7lG-module C",,-, such that ~ ::<, (G-) as
'foCfl..
KG-modules. This follows at once from Corollary 5.2.
using the above results.
2.11. Let 1~R~F~G ~1 be a short exact sequence
RMak e --- into
R'RP
of groups, with F free of finite rank.
a KG-module C in the usual way. Then it is shown in Gz~J
that c (C) ~ c.l.. (G) • In case G is a r-group and the above
free presentation is minimal, a consideration of ranks
and dimensions implies that C ~ C2,. (G-)
On this topic, cf. [ 8 ] and [ " ] i.
• (Note:
2.12. Using the characterisation of ~2 (G,A) as the group
of' extensions of the abelian group A hdth given G-module
structure) by the group G (see [6J), the above methods
give a very short proof of the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem:
Let G be a finite group 'l"ithnormal subgroup H wh ose
order and index are coprime; then 3N < G such that HN = G
By the usual group-theoretic induction, it is
sufficient to prove the theorem in the case M an
Gelementary abelian p+gr-oup, If K = GF(p), M is a ~module
and ft2(GJM,N} is zero by Haschke's Theorem (see remark
follo'loTingproof of Theorem 1.1). This completes the
proof.
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2.13. It is >1e11-kno"lIDthat if E is an extension of E,
f (EG) ~ E f f (KG) (this being the usual
tensor product).
It follows that for any KG-module A,
and if:
O~C~Q~EeA~O
K
are minimal projective presentations of A, E~A
K
respectively,
, by Lemma 2.3.
Thus, Q~ E ~ l' and soc. ~ E" ~ JK K
Hence n(lic$A) ~ E$nA.
le. "
We have shown that if A absolutely indecomposable, then
so is .n A, and it follows by induction that for any G
and any n e: 7.l. , c (G) is absolutely indecomposable.n
The question of periodicity admits an easy
treatment in this setting, the results concerned being
illuminating examples •..
(i) Cyclic Groups. Since cyclic groups are
p-nilpotent, it is sufficient (by 2.8) to consider the
caseGa cyclic p-group and K = GF(p)• i1ith this
notation, have: c (G)
,., { K, ifwe n evenn U, if n odd .
Thus, ":In. E 71. , dim." H1\(G, K) = 1.
This result is derived in [18J, where dihedral
groups are also discussed.
(ii) Generalised Quaterni.n Groups. Let G be
such a group and Q = C2 (G). Then we have:
c (G) ~ K,U,Q,U* according as n :O,1,2,3(mod 4).
n
An.It follows that dimK H (G,K) = {I, if n:O,3(mod 4)2, if n:l,2(mod 4).
This result is derived in [3J, Chapter XII, §7,
where a periodic resolution is constructed.
(iii) Periodicity. The following results are
proved in [27J and [28J, and can be deduced from (i),
(ii) (above), Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 and Chapter IV in
this context.
(a) If G has a p-periodic resolution, the G has p-periodic
cOhomology.
(b) If G is p-nilpotent and has p-periodic cohomology,
then G has a p-periodic resolution.
(c) G has a p-periodic resolution if and only if the
Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic or generalised quaternionic.
(d) If G is a group ·with cyclic S'yLow p- subgroup H,
then the p-period of the resolution of G is
2[ nG (H): .&G(I-I) J; further, if Hod G the p-perioc1s of
the resolution and of the cohomology coincide.
ive end this chapter ,vi th an elementary result,
a more complicated analogue of which is involved in
Theorem 7.3.
Let G and K be as usual with p an odd prime ,iliosc
thex. power is the largest dividing IGI, and fix n € 7.L, •
Define by £(x ~y)::
and extend by linearity. Writing A = Ker s (antisymmetric
tensors) and S = ImE (symmetric tensors), we have
c.~(Gf= A e 5, since e: is a KG-idempotent.
ex.apparent that, modulo p ,
It is at once
dimKA _ 0,
di~A _ 1,
dimKS ::= 1
dimKS _ °
if n even,}
if n odd.and
Thus by the Krul.l-Schmidt Theorem,
A is projective and c~_(G)\ 5 if n even}
and S is projective and c.1~ (G-) IA if n odd.
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CIJAPTER III: RESTHICTION! INDUCTION AND TRM,SFER
§1. Restriction and Induction of Cores.
Before going on to consider applications to
cohomology, we apply the standard notiops of restriction
and induction of modules to the cores defined in the
previous chapter.
Theorem 3. 1.
If H ~ G, then c (G)H '" c (H).
n n
Proof. This follows immediately from the following three
well-known properties of' the f'unctor .H :
(i) .H is exact;
(ii) If' P is a projective KG-module, then PH is a
projective KH-module;
(iii) KH is the trivial representation of Hover K.
Theorem 3.2.
If' H ~ G and char K + [G: H] ,
a copy of' c (G) as a direct summand.
n
c 00 G contains
n
Proof. The theorem f'ollows from the following three
observations:
(i)
(ii)
G .
.' 1.S exact;
P a projective KH-module ~pG a projective KG-module,
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(iii) The theorem is true when n = 0, the relevant
idempotent being 1 E:»
(G: H] x~T
for the left cosets of H in G.
where T is a transversal
Note: }'loredetailed investigations into considerations
of this lUnd are made in [/4-] and [ q ].
Definition. If A is a KG-module and T is an automorphism
of G, define a new KG-module A"r::: {a"T , a e A}by x.a't: L"t"(x).a]:
for all x E G-.
Theorem 3.3.
For any automorphism
"l:
'l" of G, c (G) ~ c (G).n n
Proof. (i) The functor is exact;
T
P proj ective ::,l' proj ecti ve;
(iii) Theorem true for n = O.
We conclude this section by applying Theorem 3.1. to
obtain a well-known classical result - see for example
the corollary to Proposition:; in [J' J.
Theorem 3.4:. If H ~G and B is any KH-module, then for
all 1\ e7L,
Proof. First, let A be a KG-module and B a KH-module,
and consider the mapping,
K: GHomKH(AH,B) ~ HomKG(A,B ),
"'"given by (K f) (a) == i.~ x,,® ~ (Xt'. a) , where {Xi.l)~i..~1\1
is a transversal for the left cosets of H in G. It is
- 20 -
straightforward to check that X commutes with the
elements of G and is independent of the transversal.
If now f € Homt(G-(A,'Bw)
l<'f; AH ~ ~
is such that f(a)
define by (K'f)(a) If, for
convenience, we let X, = e E G , it can be shown that "If
commutes with the elements of H and that ~K' and K~K
are the respective identities. Further, it is clear
from the definition that K is natural in both variables,
so we can deduce that ~ E'XC'KH(A ... ,'!) ~ Exl::-KQ>(~,'BG).
Thus we have Y'1lel., H"'(H,S):: EXt."H (C,,,,_.(H), 'B),
by the results of Chapter II,
of [l5'J ,
,.., Extl(c;.(C.",_,tG-),BGo) by the above,
:. Aft. (G-,~G).
82. Restriction and Transfer of Cohomology.
We shall now, as throughout the sequel, make the
identification given by the isomorphism of Theorem 2.0.
Definition. Let H ~ G and for all 1\. E 7J. , take a split
embedding
i",~.c.", (H) ~ C1\(Go) , - - - - - - - - - ( 1) ;
"then for any element ~E: H1\(G,K) ,define the restriction
A
of 'X; from G to H, r("() '; 'X. i", E H"'(H, 1<).
Notes. 1. lifehave defined the mapping r only for
coefficients in K, but a generalisation to arbitrary
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coefficients can be effected in the usual way.
2. The question of uniqueness poses some dif:ficult
problems, some of which will be tackled later, but for
the moment, let us merely remark that if (i~ In E 7L J
is another set of split embeddings, the Krull-Schmidt
theorem guarantees the existence of a set
{ t;.....: C", (G-) ~ c",(G)Jn Ell} of KH-i somorphi sms such that
1·( "'. for all ...~ 71.."" -= T'" 0 1", , It
Definition. Let H' G and for all 1\ £ 71. , take a spli tting
of (1),
fn.: C",(G) ~ c....(H), - - - - - (2)
Further, let x., - -- X 5 be a Ti,ht 1:. ra1\sveT' sal for H 1rl G;
then for any element t E H'" (H, K), define the transfer t
oft from H to G, t (y) (a) - -t 0 1'''''~ X".. a)
for all a E. c.,.,. (G-) If we Ie t -t. x__.'::tr and.,=1
)-L: C"",(G)~c",(G) be given by ;,,(a):: er.a, for all
a Et c"" (G) ,then l; ("I') = y. f~or € Hll (er, K ).
The necessary checking (e.g. that ~ (i') is in fact a
KG-homomorphism) is straightforward, and a comparable
definition f'or general coeff'icients can be made.
Lemma 3.5. Wi th the above notation, let f E Hom"H (,,,(er), K)
some 'no E 7L ; then f 0 i"" = 0 -=~ foj = O.
Proof'. Suppose f CJ 1"" = 0 and let j ~ c-n. (C;) ~ 1'",_, ,
where P,,_, is projective over KG, be a minimal KG-embedding.
• Now if'
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p': 'P~_I ~ 1''''-_1
le 1,,_,
is given by )"'(a) = <r.a for all
Thus,
since j is a KG-homomorphism.
so
£. 0i;j~·i.e.f.tcan. be factored through
E.o"'. But 1m j s:r(~r.):f","_, ~ KeT"(£~/)'Pn-1 by the KG-map
as required.
We use this lemma to prove the main result of [S].
Theorem 3.6.
Let rs:H""(G-,K)~H"t\(<S)K)
by S ~ 7L
denote multiplication
Proof. Let
then with the above notation, Co"" =/,"5·
~E H""(G-,K) so that "(,.r: _/s Thus it
\Or:: Co-r('XJ-=is sufficient to prove that
i.e. (~-,,,i,,,,ol,,,)ol":::o,andthis follows immediately from
Lemma 3.5.
§3. Mackey's Formula
This resul t is well known for modules (see [ q )
and occurs in its cohomological form on page 77 of[2J]
We merely state the result here (again referring to[Z3)
since its derivation in the present context involves
difficulties with uniqueness, and since we shall only be
interested in one of its consequences. First t let
H ~ G and i,..: C.",,(H) ~ c", (G-),as in
is a copy of c.",,(H"), Vn e 7L ,
in c (G), (cf. Theorem 3.3).n
~
we can define I("E; H""{H", K)
(1). Then YXEG, x.lmi"",
xand it has a KH -complement
'"Thus, given ~ € H",(H, K),
by:
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Further, for any such II~G, with rand t denoting
restriction and transfer between G and H, wri te 1" (x) = 'XH
and 1; ( "1'):; 'f r. • Now let D and H be subgroups of G,
with X a set of representatives for the double cosets
'"D X H in G, then 'v'1\.. Eo "0.. and V 1\ t H"',(l>, K),
(-x G-)H L [( '"X ) J'" __ _ - - - - - - - (3 )
.'\ :::; ~"X '))""H ,
This is the version of }lackey's Formula which we shall
now use to obtain an analogue of the main result of [JOJ.
Definition. Let H be a fixed sylow p-subgroup of the
finite group G, and K = GF(p). If D sG denote by tD
the image in ft11(G,K)of the transfer from D to G. \vri te
An
H (G,K)':: Lt..
"H 1)
Note that tH = Hn(G,K), (by Theorem 3.6).
Theorem 3.7.
Let H be a Sylow p-subgroup of G, N = NG(H) and
then (~Cir)H-('X.N)He H"'(H,K)' • Further,= ~(N ,K)
of H in N, we can choose X2 X'. Thus we have
An(G,K)
f[l(G,K)' fi11(N,K)'
Proof. In (3), take D = H = the H of the theorem, and
observe that if X' is a set of left coset representatives
theorem is proved. For the remainder, the crucial step
(,~)~ - (~~)H ="~\,,, [ (~J()H.n ~] ~
Since, Vx t: X\X' , H"n H <. H, the first part of the
is to show that:
'"~ E H'"( N , K ) Gr "'"",ancl ?( =0=7 ~E H (N,K).
Suppose ~ satisfies these hypotheses and let
-.rE H""(H,K) be such that 1"':?( . (1 exists by Theorem 3.6).
Of course, ""Go:. (tN)c,. = ?(b- -:: o. So, by the first part of
the theorem applied to r- - (yN)H E H~(H, K):
Again by Theorem 3.6.,
-"1\( ,"e H N,K) t as required.
Now denote by 0( the composite:
~(N,K) transfer i'Jll(G,K) _n_a_t-.::~~ft1(G,K)
Hn(G,K) ,
Then we have to prove that Ker ~ = ~(N,K)'.
•
By transitivity of transfer, ~(N,K)' ~ Ker ~. Now
so that we can wri te 1(Cl- = 2:. "'(Cl» ~
'~H
where ,,(b) E H"'(D,K) for eac'h D. Again by transi ti vi ty,
let "<. Ke.t- 0(
so that
-"",( )'Thus, "E H N, K , as required.
CHAPTER IV: THE CORES FOR THE GROUP (p,p)
1. Preliminaries
In this chapter we take K= GF(p), G= Gp{a,b;aP=bP=e}
0.10., :: b..
and calculate the modules tcn (G)\n e z}, We then
deduce a classification result in the~se p = 2 and
finally give a number of applications of interest from
the points of view of cohomology and representation
theory. We need one computational lemma.
Lemma ••1 Let G be a p-group and K a field of
characteristic PI then if S = {a1, •••a } ands
T = {b1,···bt} are subsets of the KG-module A having
the properties (i) KG.S+K.T = A,
(ii) s.IGI+t = dinxA,
then KG.S III F is free, and the cosets tbj+F/l~j~t}
form a K-basis for ~ • If in addition we have that
e ,b. :if O(mod F), 1 ~ j ~ t, where (1"= 1: g, then ~F~ c(A).
J gc:G
Proof Since KG.S is a quotient of the direct sum
of s copies of KG, di~ KG. S ~ s. lG(• The reverse
inequality being supplied by (1) and (ii), we have
that dinx KG.S = s, IGI, so that KG.S = F is free.
(i) and (ii) now imply that K.T is a K-complement
for KG.S in A, and the second part of the lemma
follows. Thus, ~ ~ c(A)';'F', with F' free, but
the additional hypothesis shows that ~ can have no
free direct summand, and this completes the proof.
2. Even Powers
Define for all n ~ 0 the KG-module ~ (of K-
dimension np2+l) as follows.
A K-basis for ~ is: B = t x~~) }1~ i, j ~p, 1" r" n}LJt x }•n l.J
(r-) P (r.)If we write z =.I:l X : , the action of G is definedJ= PJ
as follows, (reducing subscripts modulo P to one
of L,2, •••p) :
b (,., (,1'") ~1l i ,j , r ,. x lJ = X· '+1 ,~'J
b.x = X .,
(,., 1"-1
2 't'(1") L all j, r ;a. )('J :: x Ij -t- ,pcl
(,.,
(I') 11. and 2."i..~1-"a. Xl] ::. X'+I,j ,a J' r
('I") (,1") t It') an j, r ,a. x,. j = x l,j+1 - i.=1 X\'j ,
a.x = x + f:_ z(f)1'=1 •
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Then we claim that ~ = c(U.2n), "In El, (defining
Q asQ*forallnE71+).-n n By 1.4 and induction,
it will be sufficient to prove that:
(i) Q1"'"U. 2,
(ii) Qn+l'" Q1 GDQn, n).l,
(iii) Vn~ 1, CS = I: annihilates, ge:Gg ~.
(i) A K-basis for U is:
Let
s, = { Ylj 8 r" I 2. , to '1' - I , " j $: r},
Sa =- { Y1'- ~ r" \ I , ~ ~ 1-'),
S3 = lY'P~ to Vl'l \ 2. s i. , ,,- , J and 5 = U s,,;
{ I kw'
Ta = {bj.(, ••eYn)\"j'l'J, 12.= {bl·(Ytl eYfl)b$5'y,l~t'f-ll,
3
1; = t Y1' QJ Yl'lJ ana T -= ~ T~.
It can then be checked that 5 and T satisfy the
conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma +.1, and that
(ii) In Q1.~' omitting the superscripts from the elements
of' Q1' let
s, = ()( ~j • X~r)\ is or s n ~ I ~ j ~,,-\1,
Sa. = t (X 1\ - 'l() S x~r) \ I s r ~nJ,
SS :: { X\.j ® x!:' \ ,~ r ~n , 1~i. s r -I , I , j
s, ': \ x,} ® )(~~)\ , , r 6 n , I~)b f - I } ,
Ss ::. {(X" - X) 4D ~~r) \ I * r ~n} and S ::
A straightforward computation then shows that Sand
T satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.1, and using the relations:
Xi.j 4D
(r,
'= 0 (mod KG.5) , 2. S l sriXu
,r,
X ® x~) (mod KG.S),
for all j,k,l,r,
XIJ e -Xkl
it is readily shown that
Q1.~ ,..,
~+l·KG.S ...
(ii1.) Write er. =
p-l
,El.=o
ia and ""It =
p-lE bj, so thatj=o
= CJ'a. er., To show that er annihilates B ,n
note first that ~b.X = O. Further, for all i,j,r,
(r) p
~b·x" .... Ell.J J=
is clear that
X(r) = ,..(r)ij ....i'
~ .cx~r) = 0,
a l.
say. Now if 2, i 'p, it
for all r. Finally,
for all r,
(r) " (f")a.J ': ' a.x ',S.·111\1 £_
j='
-- l'".i, + 0, and the result follows.
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J. Odd Powers
In this case, we merely describe the modules,
observing that the methods of §2 apply equally well
here. For n ~ 1, let V be the KG-modulen
(of K-dimension np2-1) with K-basis:
and G-action as
follows (~a~.subscripts modulo p):
t:!:. - 2- ~(n) ,
j~' 11
,...,
b. x ~j in all other cases.,
Writing X ('r)11 , for I ~ r ~ n-l, we have
for all j,r:
(1')
8.. X i.j
(r)
X L+' ,1 , 1
1'-1
, (r)
- LXI.'. I J".
, i. ,,,-.2,
+ z (:r -I) t
" {YO'a. "'15 X (.-,1.\
Then we have that
As in the case of the even powers,cn(G) for n ~ 0
is obtained by taking contragredients.
q. The Four-Group
In the case p = 2, the modules described in the
preceding two sections have a common form, and this
we now describe. For n h 0, define the KG-module W
, 11
to have K-basis tXi,xill~i~n}vtx} and G-action given
by: b.x. = x!, 1~ i ~n, b. x = x,
l. l.
ax . = x. 1+x . +x ! 1' 2 ~ i ~n, ax = x +x+x' ,
l. l.- l. l.- n n
the other defining relations being obtained using the
relations in G. Then it can be shown that in this case,
c (G) ~ W , for all n ~ O.n n ,. The other cores are
obtained as usual by duality. Now
and the interesting thing about the
di~ Wn = 2n+l,
set tWn 'W:}n ~ 0 }
is that it forms an exhaustive list of odd-dimensional
indecomposable KG-modules. (This is shown in [ I ]
for K algebraically closed.) Before proving this,
we remark that the Ware absolutely indecomposable
n
(by 2.13) and so we can classify the odd-dimensional,
~, ~- _) '_',,:' -
indecomposable representations of the four-group over
any field of characteristic 2, (since the results of
this section generalise easily to any such field).
Let K now be an arbitrary field of characteristic 2.
Lemma 4.2 If A is any non-projective indecomposable
KG-module, then either A ;:K or 'U. A = ~ (A)•
Proof' Suppose f'irst that ~(A) 1U.A. Then since
~(A) is just the maximal G-trivial submodule of A,
we can f'ind a G-trivial element - call it c - in
M f K.Jc}+U.ALetting U.A denote a K-complement or U.A
~, M being a KG-submodule of'A, we have A = M a Ktc},
in
so either M = (0) and A = K, or we have a
contradiction. Assume now that Af K. U2 consists
of scalar multiples of ~ = e+a+b+ab, e KG, and ~.a = 0,
V a e A (by I. 4:) • Thus the chain A ~ U.A ~ U2.A = (0)
has G-trivial factors and hence U.A ~ ~(A).
Theorem 4.3 Let A be any indeoomposable KG-module
of odd dimension over K; then 3 n e Z such that A ';:.Cl nK•
Proof' Assume A t K to avoid triviality. By taking
a projective presentation and projective embedding of'
A, we have by 2.3 ~hat,
- !"o -
=
and di"1\A+di"1\n-lA = 4. dinxU. A, (using If.. 2) .
Adding these, we obtain: dinx 11A+di~n-l A = 2 di~ A.
Since dinxA is odd, dinx 11A + dinxU-l A (using the
above equations), so we have dinx.clA < dinx A, say,
the other case being dual. We now claim that
d.i,m..•.n:r+lA< dd,m..."" rA for all Z + Ld d th tK K~ r £ ,provJ. e a
no.o.iA is isomorphic to K, 1 ~ i ~ r. The above
under the given proviso. A straightforward induction
establishes the claim. Since A is finite-dimensional
over K, 3 n e 7L+ such that nnA :;K, so that A ~ n.-~.
This n is negative in the dual case, viz. dinxn-IA < dimK A.
Remarks ••• 4 Applying the above method in the case
dinx A even merely yields that di~ U.A =
~ For the group (p,p) with p odd neither 9.2 nor
~.J is valid; indeed any attempt to classify the
indecomposables in this case would be abortive, as is
shown in [2.2.].
5. General Remarks
1t.:..§.. The following properties of the Q's and V's
vastly simplified the inductions involved in their
computation. In ~ (Vn+l) let the KG-submodules
generated over K by {x£'l 11 ~ L, j ~p, 1~ t s: r} be
denoted by Q(r) (V(r» l'r'n. Then, with then n+l '
convention Q(O) = (0) = V(O) it can be shown that,
n n+l'
for all O~r<s~n:
Q.~) Q.(5 -,.) V (5) V,s-,.,~~:) '-1' 1\+1 ~, V (,., S-1"+I ,
'f\+l
Q" ~ Q",,-.,.. VfL+1(1"' , !:::! V"fI._'" -to IQ"" V l,.) -
"'+1
Essentially, these relations stem from the equivalences:
,
~ Using I.), the multiplication table of the Q's
and V's is given by:
,n'ft.K 4D ~~ ,.._, .n(~...m.\K , V1"t\)f\.e71.
It.:..§. Write ~ = W2n, Vn = W2n-l, n~ 1, Wo = K and
W = W * for n e Z + •-n n Then by the long exact sequence
of cohomology, we have for any prime p,
dinx
A {m-n+l
ifD(G,W ) =
n n--m if
if m 9 n,
m < n.
~ Fixing n > 0, let A and B be the matrices
corresponding to the action of a and b respectively
on Q afforded by the basis B , ruld regard these asn n
matrices over 7Z., (the only entries are 0, :!:1).
Then it is easy to show (by following G-orbits) that
AP = BP = I, the identity matrix, and AB = BA.
This shows that there exist indecomposable Z-free,..
--G" Q"" -' Q.. -modules Qn, n ~ I, such that --r = 'I\. ...'P.\of1\.
for all n ~ 1. The same remarks apply to the case
n negative or zero, and to the V •n
the modules used implicitly in [13] to establish the
existence of infinitely many non-isomorphic, indecompos-
able, ll-free ZG-modules. In a later article [26],
an infinite collection of such modules (apparently quite
" "different from the Q ,V ) ms described, and the
n n
paucity of such modules invoked as partial motivation.
- i.',._/
CHAPTEHV: NOIDIAL SYLo\{ p-SUBGHOUP
§l. The Cores
Let H be a S'yLow p+s ubgr oup of G, H4G, letl'=I'(KG)
and U = p(KH) • Let K = F1 , ••• Ft be the irreducibles of E.G;
then since C1 (G) = H, these F I S are just a list of irreducible
p
Ktvi-modules, wher-e 1-1 is a complement for H in G (which exists
by Schur-Zassenhaus).
G
Further, we know tha t f = U , so
that if U1 , ••• Ut are the principal indecomposables of KG
(corresponding in the obvious way to the F's), we can
deduce from the dimensions that for l.$_.,...$_t, U14D F,. ~UT.
Let the irreducibles in the first block be F1 , ••• F •s
Lemma 5.1. If A is any KG-module, there exists an onto
homomorphism,
e :
such that c(Ker e) = (0), i.e. e is a minimal projective
presentation of A.
Proof. We know from Lemma 2.3 that there is a projective
presentation:
0: P ~ A,
of A such that c (Ker 0) = (0), and that ,;:p ~f~A
if we let Q = U1 ,,__L , it follows from the above remarks,.A
that _iLQ ~ AA ' and thus P ~ Q, whLch completes the proof.,. ~.
Now
Theorem .2.2.
Proof. We prove the stronger result that if A is a non-
principal indecomposable KG-module, then
AB indecomposable --:> (QA)H indecomposable,
and the theorem will follow by induction. Let A have the
above properties, and
o ~ n.A ~ U, 8 AA ___,. A ~ 0'0be the minimal projective presentation of 6.1. If
since
we have, on restricting this to H:
have (by 2• .3):
o --7" .n (AH) ~ p. KH --=J1 AM ~O, - - - - - (2).
By 1.2, we have n (AH) J (11 A) H, so that clim" Q(AH) s dimK (nA>t.,
and thus that 13 < a.. On the other hand, every maximal
KG-submodule of A is an intersection of maximal KH-submodules
of ~ (since H = O"p(G», and so by 2.2, U.A ... ~ V.A)H'
so that ~>a. (and U.~= (p.A)H). Thus, from (1) and (2),
and is thus indecomposable.
Corollary 5 • .3. Vne 7J., dim" c",(C;)
,.c.(G)
Proof. This is just the assertion a. = ~ in the proof of
the theorem.
. -- .~) -
§2. A Useful Isomorphism
It is well-known that if V' is the augmentation
. d 1 f' 'WG th' 1 . tJ V' IV Ga ea o: M., e Lnt eg.ra group-rJ.ng, non - = G1 as,,"
groups (see [1~J). For K = GF(p), this becomes (with
above notation), u "" H~ = _....;;.:;.._ , as
u: U'.HP
K-spaces, (see [17J).
This remains true for any finite group G, talcingU to be
the augmentation ideal of KG. The purpose of this section
is to make .-Y:_ and H into KG-modules in a. n atur-aL vra y
Ua. H' ,HP
and to define a KG-isomorphism between them. To do this,
we first need to express ~ in a
and to this end, set £.::. l.:a ~UM
slightly different form,
)(, so that U. = KG-. t.
Regarding KH as a subset of KG in the obvious way, we
have in fact that KG.£ = IGf.€. Then f.(KG. €) = U.£,
(using 6 • .3 ,.,.ith n = 1) • Thus '''0
have a canonical isomorphism b etwecn U.£. and
U~£
~ _!L-and t'~U. is a KG-module. Nake li'H? into a RH-module
by defining, Vy. E. M, )(.(~.\i',",")::' ~.,..H'K', for all ~ E H.
AJ. VI
'-r-- ',P' V.
and inflate to a KG-module.
Theorem 5.11.
~ andl·V, are isomorphic as KG-modules, (in
accordance with the above definitions and notation).
Proof. Let g1, •••g be a minimal set of generatorsr
for H; then by the Burnside Basis Theorem,
g1H'HP, •••g HtHP are a basis for __!!_ as a vector space
r H'HP
- l~6 -
over K, and (e-g1}E: + U2 €, ••• (e-gr) + U
2 s are a K-bC1Si~;
U£ H U£
for ttl. Thus let ,: H'H' ~ U2£, be given
by: ¢(ri.H'H'P) = (e- ••)£ + ttL, 1 , i~r, and extend by
linearity to an isomorphism of K-spaces. Nov; both
modules are trivial over H, so it is sufficient to
prove that ¢ commutes with the elements 0:[ H. Let x g H;
then ,[x. (8i.H'H?)] = +[P, .ri. H'H'P], wher e
*~=(rr ajAS).h heH'H'P, = t Aj(e-&j)f + U2.f, ------.-. (3).Jwt' j=1
On the other hand,
x , ;(g"H'H") - (X - )( g,,) f + U~t = (e- Bi.") X E. + Uj,~
(e- [j~,g:j].~t+ U.1e, since x.s = £,
- (e - frg.~j'e + (e - h) £ .... U2. £J.' J ')
= (e _ ,IT g.~J) E + u2e , since (e.-h) EU"', ----(4).
):1 J
I t is \.;ell known that if G is any group and U is its
augmentation ideal (over any commutative ring-ldth-l) then
(This is proved by induction from the relation:
(e-x)(e-y) = (e-x)+(e-y)-(e-xy». Thus the right-hand
sides of (3) and (4) are equal and the proof is complete.
§3. Some Conseguenc~
Theorem 5.5. If, ,.vi th the above notation is
trivial as a KG-module, then G is p-nilpotent •
.J f·VI V.Proof. If Cll.i.lnK ~u. = r, let e: T.V,=r I be a
f· ,
projective presentation of f'v, , in accordance w.i t.h5·1.
This induces an onto mapping, e': f. (r. U,) ~ j':z.. V"
It fo1lo.vs that f,~~' is Cl quotient 0:[ t.(r. VI)
f. I
and hence (since it is completely reducible)of
e.(r. UI)
I(r. VI)
hypothesis, and therefore so is
But this last module is G-trivial by
l'o U,
'3 U Hepeating
f- ,
this argument a finite number of times (or using induction),
we deduce that u, has only trivial composition factors.
Thus, in this case s = 1. The intersection of the
annihilators of the irreducibles in the first block is
thus G, so that G = Cl I (G), which implies the existence of
p p
a normal complement for H in G, as required.
Corollary 5.6. (Burnside). If T is a p'-automorphism
Hof H which induces the identity on , then T is the
H'HP
identity on H.
Proof. Let G be H extended by ~ and apply 5.4 and 5·)·
The following is a special <:1•• of a re8U'~ -in. " [30].
Corollary 5.7. With the above notation, let the
be onto;
then G is p-nilpotent.
, ~
- 'J::.) -
Proof. Since A' CC;: , z) - (0), V~, the hypothesis implies
by 2.9 that f'~ is G-trivial (using 5.2 and thepZ,.U,
definition of restriction). The result now follows
by 5.5.
CHAPTBH VI: lUNG STHUCTURE
SI. Definition of the Product
"*Denote by H (G,K) the singly graded abelian group
th Awhose n component, for all n e ~ , is Hn( G ,K), and let
H*(G,K) denote the subgroup generated by elements of n011-
negative degree. Suppose further thab embeddings
jn: cn (G) ~ rfJn, together
are given for all n~ o.
with splittings <In: U·n~ cn (G) ,
"'1¥LNow suppose rE H (G,K) and
A
~e H""(G,K), m,n~ 0, and define fv'( to be the
composite: c
1m
+",(G) S~+~ Ue('M+"') lM.'~ C_(,)e ~(<i) ",.~ K
(identifying K8K with K in the usual way), then tv~
is an element of Hm+n(G,K), and we have defined a product
*on H (G,K). This product structure can be extended to
~* * *H (G,K) by duality (take J" = a , q = j , V n > 0) and
-n '"11 -n n -
by choosing a fixed embedding j: K ~ ueu together
with a fixed splitting q: U.U ~ K. That this product
is independent of the l' sand q's can be ahown directly
by means of the lemmas in the following section, but
this is unnecessary since the relevant justification is
given in [3J, Chapter XII, §§4 and 5.
Since it is more convenient to do so here, we ahow
the uniqueness of the restriction homomorphism defined in
Chapter III. This is followed by the observation thnt
BIt( G ,K) is a ring (under " +" and "v" ) and a proof that
restriction is a ring homomorphism. Some examples are
- ~o -
then given, and we conclude w·ith a consideration of some
reduction theorems.
§2. Preliminary Lemmas-
Lemma 6.1. If C:: c(A) and P~ peA) are direct summands of
the KG-module A, then CnP = (0).
Proof. Let C+P = B 6 A, and let P', C' be complements for
C,P (respectively) in A; then CSP'"B=B=PClC'nB• Hence
C,P are isomorphic to direct summands of c(B), p(B) respec-
tively, so that we have:
dimKA = dimKC+dimKP ~ dimKc(B)+dimKP(B) = dimKB.
Thus, C+P = A and hence Ctl = (0).
Lemma 6.2. Let X and Y be direct summands of the
KG-module A, each isomorphic to c(A); then, if M is any
maximal KG-submodule of A,
PrOof. Sufficient by symmetry to prove one implication,
so assume that X$M.
,.., A X+MpeA) = X = --x-
Then:
N M=- ,XnM
so that peA) is isomorphic to a direct summand of M.
If, however, Y~N, we deduce that c(A) is isomorphic to
a direct summand of M also. Thus, as in Lemma 6.1, we
deduce that M = A, a contradiction.
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Lemma 6.3. Let H < G, A a KG-module, and let C ~ c (A:E-I)
be a direct summand of ~i; then there exists a complement
P ~ p(~) for C in ~ such that, for any KG-homomorphism
'\: A __,. K, there are KG-homomorphisms ex., 13: A -?- K wi,th
Ker ex. > P, Ker 13 >C and -x. = ex.+ 13 •
[Note: This is true in particular if H=G, in which e1l."e the
proof is trivial, since any complement for C possesses the
required property.]
Proof. Let U be the augmentation ideal of KG and consider
the lattice diagram which f'oLl.ows,
A
C
C+'U. A
U.A hIt D in Aas a comp emen U.A U.A' since this last
module is G-trivial.
that CnU.A is complemented in D, by P say.
that P has the property required by the lelnma.
We claim
Let ~ A ~ K be an arbitrary KG-homomorphism and
let -J : A ~ uA be the natural map, so that there is a.A
. 'A ,Unlque '\: U.A ~ K such that '\o..y ~ ?( • Regarding
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A _ C+U.A. D. A
U. A - U•A u:A' def a.n e ex.', ~': U. A ~ K by:
ex.'(x,y) = "Cx,), b ' (x,y) = '?!\' (y). It is then clear
that ex.= ex.'V I:) = Q' ~o 'I-' 1-'0 are as required.
§3. Uniqueness
Theorem 6.4. Let H~ G and let r,r' :Hit (G,K) ~ il1'(H,K)
be the restriction homomorphisms defined with respect
to sets of' split emb~-ddings{ i'l\.: c.",,(I-\) ~ c.", (Go) \ n E 7L},
{i~: c.",,(H) ~ en. (Go-) t 1'\ e 1£ J respectively in accordance with
the def'inition given in Chapter III. Then I1*(H,K) has
an automorphism K of' degree zero such that K r = r' •o
Proof'. Fix ne: 7L , and choose P < c (G)H with then- n
property described in Lemma 6.3 with respect to 1m i ,n
and def'ine a mapping, p : c (G) ~ c (H) by p (x) == 0n n n n
if' xe:Pn and Pn(in(y» =s , ye: cn(H). Now de£ine
k:H * (H.K) ~ if" (H,K) by specif'ying that its nth component
Kn be given by:
K",( 'If' ) = to 1....0 i~ , V t E An. ( H , 1<) •
have to show that V'( E H1\.(G-, K) , K("(.i ...)
[. 1J' I - 0i •e • '( 0 1", 01"" - 0 l..n. - ,
• I::; 'Xo~ ,Thus we
where 1 denotes the appropriate identity mapping. In
accordance with Lemma 6.3, let ~ = cx.+j3, "where
1m i < Ker~, t) < Kerex., and observe that Em i' < Kerl3, byn- rn- n-
Lemma 6.2. Thus
and Im( i p -1) < leer p == P < Kercx.,establishing that Kno n - n n-
has the required form.
Note. The isomorphism k of Theorem 6.4 preserves
products; in fact if "V" denotes the product in
H~(H,K) defined with respect to the jn'~ (say) and
"u" the product ldth respect to jno(pnoi~), (p~oin).~'
it can easily be checked that K(fu'\) = t«'¥) v t«?(),
(,vi th usual notation).
§4. Additional Properties of the Product
Theorem 6.5. The restriction homomorphism preserves
products.
Proof'. Let HS G and write U(H), U(G) f'or the augmentation
ideals of'KH, KG (respectively). Suppose further that
the f'ollowing embeddings and their splittings are
prescribed.
c (H) --~".~ c (G)
n n)
i
U(H) . ~U(G)
~ .
p
Now define, f'or all n~O, j': c (H) ~'U(H)·n byn n
&nj~ = p 0 jnoin' which is easily seen to be a split
embedding. For m,n > 0, let V, '( be elements of
"m AH (G,K), Hn(G,K), respectively; then we have to prove
the equality of the t,yO maps from c CH) into K inm+n
the following diagram, (where g;,_ is a splitting for
j',Vn>O).n -
[Note: If m = 0, n = 0 or both, the theorem is obvious. J
We must show that:
""e, 0 l_e1.'fL 0 ,.:.... '1.~oj~+'t\o - ",.'( 0'\.,",-e\""05"",+1\0 ~1'n+"" = 0,
i.e. t e~o['",,4D ~1\ 0 \~dPct~ ol'·C'M+1L} - t'M .' ....] jm+..". ~M+"':: 0,
i. e. 1m (5""+","0&'10\+'1\.) is mapped onto zero by the homomorphism
and hence,
by Lemma 6.2, that e sends to zero any direct summand
of U( G)e(m+n) isomorphic to c + (H). Well,m n
!11\ (~e j....0 i._8 i",,) contains such a direct aummarrd, and:
vrh i.ch is zero, as required.
The f oLl.owd.rrg result is also derived in [3J Chapter XII,
§5.
Theorem 6.6. The product operation defined above makes
H*(G,K) into an associative ring-with-l, the identity
being the identity mapping: K ~K, an element of degree
zero. Further, if ,,€ tt'M (G ) t() and '\E H"" (G, K),
we have
§5. Examples
The necessary verifications in the f oLl.ov ..ing
examples will not be carried out as they are all easy
consequences of the results of 2.14 and Chapter IV.
The Group of Order 2. Let G be this group and K
any field of characteristic 2. If x is an indeterminate
Aand , is any non-zero element of H'(G,K), then the
mapping It: K[x,x -lJ --+- il*(G,K) defined by K(x) = '('
(and extended in the obvious way) is an isomorphism of
graded K-algebras. Note that every (non-zero) homogeneous
"'ifelement in H (G,K) is invertible.
6.8. The Cyclic Group of Order pn -I 2. Let the notation
correspond to that in 6.7 and "t be non-zero elements of
- :;6 -
A A
H1(G,1\.), 112(G,K) respecti v eLy , where t 11[,-8 Lnver s e
-2f E II (G ,J~); then the mapping,
v: K[", I, y-%] ~ H*(&, K)
defined by '\l(X):: '<., "(y~):: + is an epimorphism of gr.qdecl
1<:-algebras w i,th Ir er-neL (x2). Every (non-zero) homogeneous
element of even degree is invertible, whI Le the product
of any 'two homogeneous elements of odd degr-ee is zero.
6.9. The Four-Group. Again w·ith similar notation,
let {,(,,,,I be D. basis for 1I1(G,K) and let 0 =F ¢ E A-'(&,K);
then the mapping ..J: K[X)1'Z-']~ A*(G-,I() defined by
,,(X) = X, ~(y)= f, v (Z-I) :: <I' is an epimorphism of graded
-1 -1 -2
K-algebras with kernel (xz ,yz ,z ).
§6. Reduction Theorems.
lve give analogues of the theorems in [6] for
cohomology with coefficients in K, a similar discussion
holding for general coefficients. With reference to
section 8 of [6J, we can regard C; (G,K) (replacing rr
by G and G by K) as Ho~(U,K) lvi th action as described
in Chapter I. Then the theorem merely asserts that
"Hn(G,U ) ~ lIn+l(G,K), V1\.£7L , which f o.Ll.ows from the long
exact sequence of cohomology applied to O~K-+KG_"U -1p O •
.I\li'fl.(~, ,n-- K) ~ H""·-(G ,t<).
The iterated reductions are given by \~
which holds v~,"" a 7l.
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In Theorem 10.1 of [6J, Hom(n,G) is just
H0'"k( C2 (G) ,K) (by 2.1]_ above), so that the Cup Product
Reduction Theorem becomes, in this case,
which is just the
reduction of the previous paragraph itera.ted twice.
- )0 -
CHAP'I'E1-~VII: FUHTHER HULTIPLICATIVE PHOPERTIES
§l. Multinlicative Transfer,
The result obtained in this section bears a super-
ficial resemblance to Proposition 5.1 of [7J, but neither
seems to be a consequence of the other.
Lemma 7.1. If IGI =pcx.,then Vne:7L:{dimKC2n(G)!!1(mOd pcx.),
dim
I
,c0 l(G):-l(mod pa).;._ "n+_
Further, if A is a KG-module such that c(A)~ c (G)n
for some ne:?L,and D is any direct summand of A, then either:
di~\y:: O'(mo d pa), in
dimKD a di~cn (G) (mod
"which case D is projective, or
pa), in which case c(D) 1!! c (G).
11.
Proof. First part by induction, second part by Krull-
Schmidt Theorem.
Note. The lemma remains valid for arbitrary G, talcing ap
to be the p-part of IGI, as is seen by restricting from
G to a Sylow p-subgroup.
Lemma 7.2. Let G be a group of order n and ~:
its right regular representation. Further, suppose
X1 , ••• X is a given set of symbols, and malce
r
S = {(Xk , ••• xk ) 11 < k. < r for all i} into a right G-set1n -~-
by: (xk , ••• xk ). s = (xl ' ••• xJ ), g e G. Th en,1 n C1CS(g) Cncr(g)
if (n,p) = 1 (for some prime p) and r ::l(mod pCl) (some
a e:?L,), the total number of G-orbits in S is congruent
to 1 modulo pa.
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Proof Let H ~ G and .H = number of elements of S
stablised by H. Then, since H acts transitively on
each of its left cosets in G, SI! = r[G:H]. If we
no","let 'H_ = the number of elements of S wh o se stablisers
are precisely H, we have: 5\04:: L s;
H'JI~G;
It f 11 th t '" 2:..., = 0 (mod.0 ows a H + Wd<G D
Hence, by induction on [G: H], H < G ~"H • 0 (mod pO:).
:.Total number of G-orbits in S =
L{number of orbits whose stablisers are H}
{~H~G.
,=L. 5... + r, (Orbi t-StaliLiser Theorem),
c&l~H<G-[G: H]
Theorem 7.J 0:Let G be a group of order np , (p,n) = 1,
with normal Sylow p-subgroup H, having a complement
{ \}
A21N = gi 1~i ~ n in G, and let '\ E: H (H,K) ; then
Proof
.~ X 3t E 1m rasC).....H.,,:1 . \
In view of 5.2, we can identify ck(G) and ck(H)
as sets, ~ k. E. 7L , and can thus regard , as a KH-
homomorphism: c21(G)~K. Further, define KH-homomorphism
"f :: ,a '(~" : )".". K. LetC2.1 (G '>...:1 .
tXjll,j,r} be a K-blSis for C21 (G) and define the
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KG-idempotent,
~ being the right regular representation of M.
Then we claim that ,*0 E is a KG-homomorphism, it being
sufficient to prove that to e. commutes ,~ith the elements
of M for arguments in a K-basis for Cll (G)·~
Well V'Wl. eM,
; -:k ~ {~, 7\( 3·~(-)· "k~..(,JJ
~EM
= :kL{~,"\(9' · lCk., .. l ......J}, (I( ~o,.,"'utative),
. ~~M ;;r
-= *~tt "\(~\..)(I<. .. {,I)}• alte1'ins
varia.ble. or tu,'n'\.1'f\ation..
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By definition of t , E, this is seen to be equal to
to e (~, X kJ '
7·2, di~ 1m E
t(Cj-e.)
isomorphic to
as required. But, by Lenunas 7.1 and
a:= 1 (mod p ), and so, by Lemma 7.1 again
vanishes on a KG-direct summand of C.2.1 (G)e.,..
C2h,(G), V~€G ,and hence on a
KH-direct swnmand of [C,21 (G)·'"JH isomorphic to
C.Z1,(H) By Lemma 6.2, i'(,-4!) vanishes
on all such direct summands, V,eG In particular,
it vanishes on [ 1m(<1.218,",0 j21~)] Vj E G-,H ,
(the j' sand q's being as in Chapter VI). Thus, the
composite
is a KG-homomorphism, and it is clear that the image of
~ under restriction from G to H is
as required.
~ If we write ~: T(~)-well-defined since
restriction is (1-1) here by J.6 - it is clear from the
commutativity of o· v" that
invol ving no component of odd degree, ,t?( IJ t) - T (x) v T ( 1(t),
so that T is a multiplicative analogue of the Eckmann
Transfer. Corresponding to J.6, we have the result that,
if \ is in the image of the restriction from G to H, then
T(-'()= ~'W\.
- G ~~ -
§2. Divisors of Zero
Lennna 7.4 Let G be a p-group, K = GF(p), A a non-trivial,
non-projective, indecomposable KG-module. Let a
K-basis for B = {a. E A Ix.a ::a., VXEG}be {b ... \ I ~ t ~ 'W\.~
and suppose [a, [I ~j s 'Y\.} extends this to a K-basis
for A. Suppose also that {u} is a complementary K-basis
for U. U* in 11"". Then a minimal set of generators for
u*eA is B'U A', where B' = {u.bi.ll~ L 6-m.} and
A' = {u e &j ( I ~ S ~ 11. } • Further, KG.A' ~ peA), of
KG A ~_-rank n, and a minimal set of generators for KG.A'
is {b' + KG-.,A' I b' G '! '}.
c(A)
Proof The first part of'the theorem is an easy consequence
of the results of Chapter II, while the third part is a
consequence of the preceding two, and the fact that
(1" ::; .L)( , G KG,
xeC;
annihilates B'. Thus it will be
sufficient to prove that the set {"".a' ( a' EA' } is
linearly independent over K.
Well, let d* = G\{ e} and "'1"" "'ne K; then:
0= i: \) Cf'.(u..,a.l)
J:: ,
:::;> 0 = t. ~.{2: xu.ex aj}J=' J ~~w
~ 0 -= t. ).~«2:~ X uGPX a~)+ u 8 aJ}
j:' ~fG
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, since. (fu. -=0,
are linearly independent over K,
and so:
1\ ..L. '\.\,,-e) aj _ 0 , Vx e G ,
'-1 )J-
1\
Le. L}' a. t 1>.
,):1 l j
But {aj ( I ~!~1\.} are a complementary K-basis :forB in A,
and thus A. = 0, I ~ j ~ri , as required.
J
Theorem 7.5 Let {~} be a K-basis :forH-I(G,K) and ~
an element of »*(G,K) whose nth component is zero for
all n such that [cn(G)JH~ K, (H being a Sylow p-subgroup
o:fG) I then Wv,\ = O.
Proof By J.6 and 6.5, it is sufficient to prove the
result for Gap-group, and (by linearity) for ,
homogeneous (o:fdegree n, say). We use the notation
o:f lemma 7.4, with c (G) = A. Since ~ annihilates c l(G),n n-
it is sufficient to prove that:
for c e U,. 8 A, ~ .c = 0 => c e Ker we "\ .
- G'c -
Assume C'S. C = 0 and write
each ~~ ) bj E KG, in accordance with Lemma 7.4•
""We have .~ (1 ~,,(v.. Cl a..) -= o. Now put
~.I
'" }Si,. = A.(1, A. S K, 1~i ~ n, Thus, as in the proo:fa ~
of 7.4, A. i = 0 Vi., => er ~ t -= 0 Vi.., ~ ~t E. U 'v'l..
Thus, c e U.(U"eA) + U*8B. Now,
C~_I (G-) =f K ~ 'B ~ \(e1"?t. __:.) U""®l3 ~ Ker ~®,\, and.
we~ a KG-homomorphism =} u;(U'"e A) ~ Ker w.'(.
Thus, (w ~,) (c) ::0, as required.
Corollary 7.6 Let G be a group whose Sylow p-subgroup
is neither cyclic nor quaternionic, then if ~s HM(G,K)
has no component of degree zero and W is as in the
Theorem, then Wu?( = O.
Corollary 7.7 If G is as in 7.6, the only homogeneous
units in H~(G,K) are the non-zero scalar multiples of
the identity.
Note- The results of 2.14 together with the above allow
us to characterise the homogeneous units of H~(G,K) in
all cases.
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§J. Non-nilpotent Elements
Theorem 7.8 Let G be a p-group possessing a minimal set
Y. = (x1'... se. , . . . x ) .
1 1 n If we suppose further that
X1 n G'Y1 = {el, then we can define, in terms of x , a
1\non-nilpotent element of H2(G,K).
Proof It is well-known that the set {(e-xi) ,1~ i~ n} is
a minimal set of generators for U as a left (or a right)
KG-module. Let F be a free KG-module of rank n, with
KG-basis t1, ••• tn, and define a minimal projective
presentation, "': f"-+-U by ;(t.) = (e-x.), l~ i~n.r 1 1
Then, regarding F = KG.{t1} ••••• KG.{tn}, we have:
Ca(G-) :: Ker~ :: {()'" -~- If'r\) E F ( t: ¥t (e - )(t) = o],
ls'
and regarding 'g'. as an element of KG, 1~i ~ n, call
"
this KG-module Q. If we let ~ = ~ 9 ,E KG,
,4:)(,
then it is clear that ~ = (0",0, ••• 0) E Q; we claim that
under the hypothesis X1 n G'Y1 = {e}, ;. ¢ U.Q. Now a
typical element of U.Q has the form ".2..1 (e+x . ) q., q. E Q1= 1 1 1
all i, so suppose (for a contradiction) that
so that:
onz: ~~(e-x
J
.) = 0, i :: 1,... n,
j=I
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The situation Can best be expressed in terms of matrices
and vectors over KG - let r = (~ .. ), ex = (e-x1"" e-xn) .lJ
Then we have: ex r = er and rex' = o. \~e use only
the first components of these equations viz.:
- 0', --- - (U,
1\.
2: ~Ij' (e - X d
j =, oJ - 0 - - - - (2).,
We first prove the result for G abelian, in which
it is clear that n(e-x.) = 0 for i = 2, ••. n.
1.
If 1t :: L '1 ,
~€YI
Hultiplying
case the hypothesis states that G = X1 X Y1 •
(1) and (2) by n, we find that:
TC (e- X) is'1I - 2: 0
j£G J
l( (e - X) ~II 0
respectively,
which is a contradiction.
Now if G is non-abelian, consider the natural
Gmap, ~ :KG~K G'
wri te V Cl) = i IV ?5
given by 4 (g) = gG' (V g e: G), and
e: KG.
Ggenerating set for G" and the hypothesis implies that
~ :: Xli G ' )( y1G'
G' , G" If we let ·It':: ~,3
E Y,G~G'
and replace
equations (1) and (2) by their images under V , the
above proof carries over, (since n'~1 0).
Now let :. Q be a complement for K. t~!~u.Q
Aand define ,,£: H2(G, K) by '\(m) = 0 if m £: l-1 and
,(0-) = 1 e K. Since -er is X1-trivial, the short exact
sequence:
splits, so that Mx is projective by the Krull-Schmidt
1
Theorem and Theorem 3.1. Thus in the definition of the
restriction homomorphism (Chapter III, §2, (1», we can
define i2: K~Q by i2(1) = a-, (since c2(X1) ~ K).
Thus, the image of ~ under restriction to X1 is the
identity on K, which is non-nilpotent. Thus, since
restriction is a ring homomorphism, ~ is itself
non-nilpotent.
Since G'Y1 < G in all cases, the above conditions
can certainly be realised whenever G contains a generator
of order p. In the case of abelian G = X1" ••• "Xn, we
can define in the above fashion a set of n linearly
independent =: s, (one for each i = 1, •••n).
together with those of the previous section can be applied
This result,
to the generalised quaternions to deduce that for these
groups, no minimal set of generators with the property
hypothesised in the theorem can exist.
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CHAPTER VIII: A PROPERTY OF THE
RESTRICTION HOMOHORPHISM IN CHARACTERISTIC 2
§l. Notation
The notation given in this section will stand
throughout the chapter. Let G be a 2-group and K any field
of characteristic 2. Let H be a maximal subgroup of G,
and choose (by the Burnside Basis Theorem) a minimal
set x = x1' •••xn of generators for G in such a way
that x. e H, 2 ~ i ~ n ,
1.
Further, write U = U(G),
U' = U(H), tr = gtG g s KG, a' = htH h e KH and
regard KH as a subset of KG. Denote the cohomological
restriction from G to H by r. Since induced modules
will not concern us here, we revise the use of the
superscript notation as follows: if A is a KG-module,
set AG = {ae:Alg.a = a, Vg e:G}, which in the present
context is just the socle v(A) of A. (We retain,
however, the corresponding subscript notation for
restriction of modules).
We now observe that KG.U' is a maximal KG-submodule
of U (with complementary K-basis {e+x}), so that
U2 ~ KG.U' ~ U, and define;
if V E: KG.U' and ,s (e+x) = 1.
U~K by ;(v) = 0
Thus, ,s E: H'(G,K) and,
since ~er ;)H ~ u: .;.U', r(;) = o. Since r is a ring
homomorphism, it is clear that Ker r ~ {'( v ; I~"A"'(G-,I()};
our purpose here is to demonstrate the reverse inequality,
thus showing that Ker r is a principal ideal of H "(G-, K),
viz., that generated by,s.
'l...
~Now let c.(G) . ~ U.""
J"'"
and define " ::To : U s u....~ K
be as in Chapter VI
as follows.
Let tu} be a complementary basis for U.U· in U~
and let ! be a K-basis for U which contains ~
Thus, by Lemma 7.4, {bc»u.\beJ} is a
minimal set of KG-generators for U.U* and we can
by specifying
fo= U.Utt"~ \(.
b £ !\{~J,
define a split onto KG-homomorphism,
for
and Further, define Pn-l (n> 1)
by the commutative diagram:
Ct(G-) e u" 1",-1 c.'t\-' (s)~
J~.lt 1~.-,
u· ....e u*" ~ U.(~-·l($ K).
141110
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§2. Preliminary Lemmas
Lemma 8.1 With the notation of §l, isPn-l a split
onto mapping.
Proof
embedding,
by Lemma 7.
Thus, P 10 i 1 is (1-1), and thus (by dimensions)n- n-
is a KG-isomorphism. The lemma follows.
Lemma 8.2 Let A be a KG-module and consider the
submodule A • KC..U' of AeU then for any a E A,
[ ( ):1 L!. A"" II'''_. U'e, a. e. + "J ~ - "\:I' ~ e.a -= o.
Proof We work with congruences modulo A., .KG.U' •
o = C7. [ a e (e.+)()]
_ ~ 9&. ~(Q.+x)
9cG
== ~ ,a • (e+,)(e.+ x) -+ L [~.a.. (e+x)]
3,G ,E.
o
- (O".a)e(e+ x),
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and since (e+x) $ KG.U', 0'. a = 0, as required.
The following two lennnas are dual to one another.
Lemma 8.3 Let A be a KG-module with direct summand
c ~ C(A), and let At ={",.a.laEA} Gthen A ~ A' + C.
Proof Let A = C ep, so that P is projective; then
the lenUllafollows from the following two identities:
Lemma 8.4 Let A be a KG-module with direc:t su.-ritm.and . 1> ~ -r(A);
then if a E:l" . and a'.a = 0, a E: U.A.
Proof This follows at once from the fact that the
annihilator of ". in KG is precisely U.
§J. The Endomorphism ~
Let the mapping 5 c (G)~ c (G)e U* be
n n n
given by sn(c) = ~. c eu, \In E: 71. We then define
'" '" 1\"a mapping ~ : H (G,K)~H (G,K) as follows;
~J1-llet ,\E: H (G,K),
and dually for homogeneous elements of negative degree.
[Note: We restrict ourselves to a discussion of
homogeneous elements of non-negative degree, since
dualisation is not difficult to effect. However,
all results are proved explicitly for the ring H*(G,K).]
Although s is not, in general, a KG-homomorphism,
n
n(~) is, for let g £ G and c £ c (G). Thenn
?(ol'~_IOS~({e.+~).c.) = ~01'''''~1 (<1'(e+9)'c) t
and cr'(e-+~) = 0 01" e: (according as g is, or is not,
in H). Thus, since both 0 and (J' annihilate c (G),n
n~)annihilates U.c (G).n Finally, since ·rt('() is
K-linear and its image is G-trivial, n(~) is a KG-
homomorphism. It can be checked that n is independent
of the jls and qls, (cf. Chapter VI).
Theorem 8.5 n is an H*(G,K)-endomorphism.
Proof We must show that, ""''1 E H*(G-,K),
(It is sufficient to
take "t = I, but the general homogeneous case is no
harder, so we do this). So, let "", '( be homogeneous
of degrees m, rr+L (respectively), with m, n > O.
Applying the definition of n, we have to establish
the equality of the two 'outside' maps in the
following diagram, (writing c (G) = C ,n n Vn£2).
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1® s~
3"'-tf\~ Ue(",,-h\.)® Uil" '\....~~Sl C~ e(c., ~ U~)
~
j_$ j~®l
C ~""""-I udt1t"" ....""-I) 1®'1
111\..... -1 ---"1" c_ ® C,",,_I--~ K, - - - - (I).~ t",~q_,,-t
~ ""-+,>\-1
In the diagram, j"",+~(V) = 0-:V ® U , V V €. UCI(W\ ....~)
In accordance with the notation in the diagram,
the proof falls naturally into four sections.
Let c E C .m+n' then
1~ ..."" 0 5""'+'n (c..) -= 0-', ~"M+"" (c.) ® u,
~_+..,. (0-'. c) ® u
(j_.,."" ® 1)0 s~ ....~ (c).
® The t.wo edge maps in this square are equalised by
('o/~~)o(l®'f~-\) ~
(-.f3'\)o(1®1~-')o[(1®S,,)o(1"'ct~~) + (t_@~~~1)o.f1Ot+,,] (~: U,l)
- i ® (\01"-') { ~~(~, 1<,) 1I{~ho\n C~..:, ILt)] s IL
+L[Q'M. (~ \\ u.t) ® Q~ (~~ h.. U-L) e~,u1}
\\~ H j; ..=t 1,;" -*' .:J
- t® (?(.~1L-I){~ (c (e+h). y~ (§,L4LB®[ h ·t~(!:,~t)J • ~)}
= 0,
since the former factor in each summand is zero.
vanishes on
I this
part is obvious.
b) Here, again using the definition of Pn-l' it is
sufficient to show that ('i'.'\)o(<i-(Iq.~-I)o(1$1)
vanishes on all elements of the form
= O,since (1', U. = O.
- '15 -
G) Since jW\+'K.-I" f""'+,,--I = j"",,+~_, 0<t~+')\..-I o(J®'P)o(j_'h\@l),
it is sufficient to show that:
vanishes on 1m J' m+n' The proof falls into a number
of steps,
First, we claim that any element in 1m J' ism+n
expressible in the form:
z QlI (e+x) + y , - - - - - - - - - - (2)
where y E U·(m+n-l) ® KG,U' and (7', z = 0, The
first condition is automatic and the second follows
from Lemma 8.2.
(ii) The next step is to show that, if u E KG.U',m+n
then:
(1ef) 0 j'M~'"[~~ lAo,,] :: 0 ('W\od U.[U4Dl-+~-I))) __.( J).
Well, (1.1)0 j",+"-[7f 14t] = (1dDl)([~H~cfh.u.J ~ u.)
L h.(~!~-Iu..) . }..._
hE. t4 ~-I I\, ,
where ~" :: 'P (h'~~T~ ® u.) € K, V~ 6 H.
Thus we mu st \.show that
To do this, observe that:
since, IE:. ,,~.U,
( ) U·""""''''-l)iii For any 'l. £ ,we have that:
As in (ii), we have tha t {t GP r)o ~_+~ (I ® (e.+ x)) = 'if.~,
where ~ = L:. 'P[h.. (e.+ X) ~ u.] . h. , e KG-.
h.E.H ,
Now by definition of 'P' L 1)[(k-thX)4P l.LJ - 't'(,,"~\4) = 1,
h" H I I
so that ~ : 1 (mod U), and (4) is established.
(iv) It follows from (2), (3) and (4) that, for any
c £ C + ' we can write:m n
(l_f) 0 j'M"'''''' 0 j'Mo"''W\ (Co) ::;: Z + t,
where 0'.:1 = 0 and t £ U. [U·(m+n-l)] •
Thus we have only to show that
write v :: V + v for a decomposition into components
p c
into Ker ~+n-l' 1m jm+n-l (respectively), so that
Now t e U. [U·(m+n-l) J, and therefor e so is t .
P
Also, \t~ = ° and V.x.:. = 0, and so a.21' = 0, and it
U [Ue(m+n-l)] 1follows from Lemma 8.4 that Z £ • a so.p
- i'l -
is a KG-homomorphism with
G-trivial image, it sends z + t to zero, as required.p p
We now complete the proof of the theorem, the
symbols below referring in an obvious way to the diagram (1).
~l _~~
!-+~ ® ~ .J--+~
L
= ~ (by definition
~~~ of p )m+n-l •
Corollary 8.6
§4. Relevance to the Restriction Homomorphism
Theorem 8.7 1m 'ft = Ker r.
Proof As mentioned in §l, 1m 'ft ~ Ker r, so suppose
, for some fixed n El, and r(?Q = O.
It will be sufficient to show that '\s 1m 'ft.
To this end, let x ~ c (H) be a direct summandn
of cn(G)H' so that X ~ Ker~, by hypothesis and
definition of ~ • Thus, Ker ~ ~ U.cn(G) + X = Ker s .n
- 7C -
Let Y1' ···Yr be a complementary K-basis :for Ker sn
in Ker,\ and let yr+l E: cn (G) be such that 't (yr+l) = 1.
Thus, {~:y. = z.ll ~ i ~ r+l} is a K-basis :for
1. 1.
{~'.clc E: cn(G)}, which can be extended to a K-basis
{zifl~i~S} :for cn(G)G, (s = dir~ cn(G)G~r+l).
We now claim that the set {Pn-l (zie u)\ l~ i~ s} :forms
a minimal set of KG-generators :for 1m p I = c I(G).n- n-
Since the set has the correct cardinality, it is su:fficient
to prove that, for A's in K,
•
~ Ai' Pn-l (zie u) E: U. cn-l (G) ~Ai = 0, all i-
S
Well, suppose that i~l
tha t , i:f {W'k\ I ~ k ~ t}
A .• P I (z .$u) E u. c I (G), so
1. n- 1. n-
is a KG-basis for Ker Pn-l ;: r[ cn (G).U*] ,
we have:
5 t
[;-1 Ai' (zi8 u ) + ~ ~Wk E U.[cn(G)8U*] ---- (5)
where the ~'s are scalars. Multiplying (5) by ~
we obtain:
t
E.
k=l ~cr Wk = 0, so that (since the Wk are
free generators), we have Ilk = 0, 1 ~ k ~ t.
hand, the elements z." u, 1 ~ i ~ s form a subset of a
1.
On the other
- "l9 -
minimal set of KG-generators for c (G)®U*, (by
11.
Lenuna 7.4), so that the A's are all zero, as required.
Thus we can define t: cn-I (G)~ K by: t (u. cn-l (G» = (0),
i' [ ( )J {I, if i = r+1'}P z ~ u = whence it isn-I i IIJI. 0, o the r-wds c ,
clear that .1t("/I) =, ' as required.
The following remarks are corollaries of the
spectral sequence of [16J.
Corollary 8.B
we have
g~h +g l'n n n- - (6).
Corollary 8.9 a An (n+a-l'\IIf IG1= 2 >1, dinXH (G,K)~ n J,'n~O.
Proof We induct on a, the case ex = 1 being obvious,
An inductive argument allows us
to deduce from (6) that:
Assuming a ~ 2, we have:
1\
~ h
k=o k
~ (k+ak-2\, bya: ) induction,k=o
= (n+~-l),
by a well-known combinatoric identity.
- ::"0 -
§5. Remarks
8.10 The bounds in 8.8 and 8.9 are achieved when G
is elementary abelian, as is shown in [25J.
8.11- Corollary 8.8 (and hence also 8.9) Can be proved
for general p by the above methods. The method is
as follows for 8.8.
Let C. = {c E c (G)\(e-x)i. (f".c= O}+U.c (G),
~ n n
(with notation corresponding to the above in the
obvious way), 0 ~ i ~ p-l.
Thus we have a chain: U. c (G) ~ C ~ C1 ~ ••• .;S Cl::: c(~.n 0 p- n
Let {a~i)ll ~ j ~r.} be a complementary basis for C.
J ~ ~
in Ci+l' O~ i'p+z ,
is Ga subset of c (G) .
11
We claim that the elements of
S are linearly independent over K, for if
r.~p-2
L
i=o
2:
j=l
(i) i (i)A . • (e -x) • cr' . a . ::: 0,
J J
(all A's in K), we have that
p-2
:E:"i=o
r.a
L
j=l
,\(i){ )i (i)
I\. • e-x .a .
J J
E C ,o
- 01 -
and hence
r
~ A~o).a~o) E C ,
£_ J J 0
j=l
implying that A~o) = 0, 1 ~ j ~ roo
that (e-x) a' annihilates
Thus, we see
p-2
~
i=l
ri
L
j::::l
i:A~l)a~l) E C1•
j::::l J J
implying that
(1)Hence, A. ::::0, 1 ~ j ~ r1.
J
Continuing in this way,
we find that all the A'S are zero.
Further, as in the proof of Theorem 8.7, we have
"'n,(Co) = (0) # r(1,) ::::0, V~ E H (G,K), and sincethat
G "'n-ldi~ cn(G) = di~ H (G,K), (by 2.6), we have
g ~ h + g l' as claimed.n n n-
It seems very likely that 8.5 and 8.7 are true for
general p, the proofs being essentially the same as
those given for p = 2, but with slight alterations
in one or two places.
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